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Abstract: The use of autonomous systems, including cooperating agents, is

indispensable in certain fields of application. Nevertheless, the verification of

autonomous systems still represents a challenge due to lack of suitable modelling

languages and verification techniques. To address these difficulties, different

modelling languages allowing concurrency are compared. Coloured Petri Nets

(CPNs) are further analysed and illustrated by means of an example modelling

autonomous systems. Finally, some existing structural coverage concepts for Petri

Nets are presented and extended by further criteria tailored to the characteristics of

CPNs.

1 Introduction

For reasons of flexibility and time efficiency modern software-based applications tend to

decentralize the target functionality among a number of cooperating autonomous

subsystems. This results in highly decoupled system units and an increasing multiplicity

of interplay. Examples include mobile agents, as typical for robot applications.

In general, the term autonomy is taken to indicate entities (humans, populations or

technical systems) capable of providing themselves with their own laws. This includes

the moral responsibility of individuals for their actions, the self-government of human

populations, as well as the capacity of technical systems to make rational and informed

decisions.

The optimal degree of autonomy lies between the two extremes represented by fully

decoupled agents and fully central controllers. It relies on essential rules of co-existence

involving different communication patterns like the following ones:
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Separation of concerns: different agents may autonomously cooperate by carrying

out parallel individual and independent sub-tasks.

Synchronization: as soon as each independent sub-task has been separately and

autonomously concluded, a synchronization mechanism establishes appropriate

communication between the cooperating parts for the purpose of organizing the next

common activity.

Coordination: the communication of synchronized agents must be supported by a

coordination mechanism determining a consensus on how to proceed. Typically,

coordination tasks may be required to avoid or resolve conflicts due to concurrency,

e.g. by mutual exclusion in case of shared resources.

Delegation: for the purpose of carrying out a complex activity, a process may

delegate a sub-task to another process by invoking its support through synchronous

or asynchronous message passing.

Feedback: agents may mutually influence their local or global behaviour by

providing information on particular operating scenarios recently experienced, e.g.

information on road traffic exchanged among communicating vehicles. The degree

of influence exercised may depend on the amount and consistency of information

broadcasted or by the number of agents broadcasting it.

From the perspective of verification, one of the major challenges posed by autonomous

systems refers to their inherent lack of compositionality. In fact, understanding the local

behaviour of each individual system part does not suffice to comprehend all potential

implications on global behaviour. In other words, the classical verification strategy based

on separation of concerns provides only limited support here, as it does not allow for the

deduction of global properties by derivation or composition of local properties.

The observable emergent behaviour may reflect the intended target behaviour to be

achieved by cooperation, but sometimes it may also reveal as surprising, undesired, or

even unsafe by cascading of unpredicted side effects.

In order to model concurrent behaviour of cooperating autonomous systems capturing

the interaction patterns mentioned above, an appropriate modelling notation is to be

selected, capable of supporting both the representation and the analysis of the system

considered. As the observation and measurement of system behaviour in real situations

is crucial for testing autonomous systems, representative test scenarios have to be

derived from the modelling notation selected.

The rest of the article is structured as follows: in section 2 different modelling notations

are compared w.r.t. the considerations mentioned above. In section 3 CPNs are

introduced by illustrating their syntactical and semantical highlights. In section 4 a CPN

model of a system consisting of autonomous robots is introduced and illustrated in detail.

This example confirms the decision taken in favour of CPNs and emphasizes the value

of the corresponding modelling tool CPN Tools [JKW07]. In chapter 5 existing coverage

criteria for Petri Nets are presented before introducing novel coverage criteria explicitly

tailored to CPNs by focusing on token colours and on the occurrence of interleaving

events in the net.
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2 Comparison of Modelling Notations for Autonomous Systems

For the purpose of comparing different notations modelling autonomous systems, the

following evaluation criteria were considered:

Understandability concerns the clarity of a modelling representation, including the

availability of graphical visualization techniques.

Well-definedness ensures a unique interpretation of the underlying operational

semantics as offered by formal languages and required for the analyzability of

central properties like state reachability. A well-defined semantics is the basis for

tool support concerning the analysis of model data.

Scalability concerns the ease of widening the problem dimensions without

prohibitively increasing problem complexity and representational size.

Testability concerns the ease of capturing and visualizing the multiplicity of

behaviour by adequate coverage concepts and metrics; central to these activities are

tools supporting the editing, import and export of data.

In the light of the criteria mentioned above a number of well-known and widely used

modelling languages allowing for concurrent behaviour are compared in the following.

Process algebras like CCS [Mi80] or CSP [Ho78] provide a formal algebraic

description of model concurrency aspects capturing communication by explicit

algebraic send and receive operators.

UML activity diagrams provide a semi-formal, graphical representation of activity

flows which can be extended by dedicated profiles to include real-time concurrent

behaviour; among them are the profile "Schedulability, Performance and Time"

(SPT) [Om05], which allows for quantitative performance predictions, and its UML

2 successor "Modelling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded Systems"

(MARTE) [Om11].

Petri Nets [Mu89] formalize concurrent behaviour by graphical entities

representing actions (so-called transitions), as well as pre- and post-conditions (so-

called places). The fulfilment of conditions is represented by tokens marking

corresponding places. In this way, Petri Nets succeed in capturing the interactions of

autonomous systems by decentralizing the information referring to their states.

Coloured Petri Nets [JKW07] are an extension of Petri Nets allowing for the

refinement of pre- and post-conditions while supporting scalability by use of

different token types (so-called token colours). Details are presented in section 3.

Process algebras possess a well-defined algebraic theory making them adequate for static

analysis purposes. The lack of visual representation, however, does not offer sufficient

support to intuitive comprehension and graphical coverage concepts.

UML activity diagrams are widely used and provide an intuitive visualization of

concurrency aspects. They lack, however, a formal operational semantics [SH05], as

required by rigorous analysis techniques.
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Petri Nets are well suited for visualization and analysis purposes [Mu89]; unfortunately,

the decentralized representation of states by generic tokens may lead to an exponential

growth of places and transitions. In other words, their scalability may be severely

limited.

Compared to the other approaches, Coloured Petri Nets reveal as a promising candidate

for modelling autonomous systems: CPNs are based on a sound mathematical basis

resulting in unambiguous models that can be analyzed by simulation or formal

techniques. Furthermore, they benefit from the visual clarity of Petri Nets by sharing

their graphical elements, while overcoming the Petri Nets limitations concerning

scalability: in fact, the use of specific tokens supports a compact state representation. In

other words, when compared with Petri Nets CPNs offer higher scalability thanks to the

higher level of the language.

Consequently, CPNs are selected as a modelling notation to be further investigated.

3 Coloured Petri Nets

Coloured Petri Nets [Je94] differ from the original Petri Net notation by type-specific

tokens. Depending on the colour set associated with a particular token, this token may

assume different values denoted as the token colours. Additionally, transitions and arcs

can be annotated by conditional expressions controlling the transition firing. In more

detail, a CPN is a 9-tuple (P, T, A, , V, C, G, E, I), where

P denotes a finite set of nodes p P denoted as places;

T denotes a disjoint finite set of nodes t T denoted as transitions, i.e. P T = ;

A P T T P denotes a set of directed arcs connecting either places with

transitions or transitions with places;

denotes a finite set of non-empty sets denoted as colour sets; the elements of each

colour set are denoted as colours;

V denotes a finite set of variables, each varying over a colour set, i.e. type[v]

v V;

C: P denotes a function (the so-called colour function) attaching to each place p

P a colour set C(p) ; C(p)MS denotes the multi-set over C(p) where each colour

of the colour set C(p) may occur more than once;

G: T EXPV is a function attaching to each transition t T a guard, i.e. a

conditional expression G(t) over variables v V with type[G(t)] = Bool;

E: A EXPV is a function attaching to each arc a A an expression E(a) over

variables v V, with type[E(a)] C(p)MS, where p is a place connected with arc a;

I: P C(p)MS denotes a function attaching to each place p P a so-called initial

markingM(p) of type C(p)MS.

The dynamic behaviour of a CPN is given by state changes due to successive firings of

transitions.
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For a given transition t T a variable binding associates each variable occurring in at

least one input arc expression of t with one of the colours belonging to the colour set of

the corresponding input place(s).

A transition t T with input places pi and input arcs ai: pi t, i {1,…,k(t)} is enabled

w.r.t. a particular variable binding if and only if

the value of G(t) w.r.t. the given variable binding is true and

for each colour of an input place the colour multiplicity in the multi-set obtained by

evaluating the input arc expression E(ai) w.r.t. the given variable binding is not

higher than the number of tokens of the same colour in the corresponding input

place.

After firing a transition t w.r.t. an enabling variable binding, a new marking is obtained

from the previous marking by

removing from each input place as many tokens for each of its colours as indicated

by the colour multiplicity in the multi-set resulting by evaluating the corresponding

input arc expression w.r.t. the enabling variable binding;

adding to each output place as many tokens for each of its colours as indicated by

the colour multiplicity in the multi-set resulting by evaluating the corresponding

output arc expression w.r.t. the enabling variable binding.

4 The Robot Factory

In the following, a CPN model of an autonomous robot system is presented. The model

was built using CPN Tools [JKW07]. Net annotations are expressed in the language

CPN ML which extends the functional programming language SML [Mi97] by

additional constructs for defining the CPN elements presented above. As commonly used

in Petri Net visualizations, places and transitions are represented by circles and

rectangles respectively. Guards are encapsulated in square brackets, arc inscriptions are

annotated along the corresponding arcs and places are assigned corresponding colour

sets by cross products of pre-defined basic colour sets.
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Figure 1: CPN Model of the Robot Factory

The example depicts a factory where robots of type RB move from one area – a so-called

SEGMENT – to another one. A central controller sends orders (r, s, scurr) to the local

robot controllers where

r represents the robot addressed,

s represents the target segment of robot r, and

scurr represents the current location of robot r.

To limit the complexity of the example, the robots only move along narrow lanes and

obstacle passing manoeuvres are not included, thus limiting the robot behaviour to

forward movement. It should be noted that the central controller does not hinder system

autonomy, as it only provides the robots with orders, without dictating their behaviour

for fulfilling their missions. Robots autonomously check whether their way to the next

segment is free or blocked (modelled by transition look ahead). A robot can access this

information thanks to its sensors (e.g. by camera or laser techniques). The functioning of

the sensors is not explicitly modelled here, but could be easily included, e.g. by a

hierarchical design.
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For the purpose of deriving valuable test scenarios from the modelled CPN, the

necessary sensor data are simulated by the place blocked segments containing the local

knowledge of each robot about the segment lying ahead.

If the sensors of a robot detect a blockade, the information about the target segment and

the robot is logged in the place way blocked by maintaining a list of blockades for every

robot. Five continuously detected blockades of a certain robot trying to access a specific

segment raise an alarm (modelled by transition alarm). To ensure this, CPN Tools

allows to assign different priorities to transitions. The alarm was prioritized to avoid the

interference of other transitions resulting in a potential alarm delay. Raising an alarm

prevents any further transition from firing, requiring the intervention of a human

operator. If a blockade can be resolved before raising an alarm, the blockades are flushed

from the corresponding list. This is realized by the use of list colour sets in analogy to

abstract list data types in programming languages.

As soon as the way is not blocked by obstacles or other robots, a robot can move on

(modelled by transition go ahead) resulting in an update of its current location scurr.

If a robot eventually detects that its current segment position scurr equals its target

position s, the given order is completed (modelled by transition mission completed) and

logged.

The strength of modelling the behaviour of autonomous systems by CPNs lies in their

ability to capture a wide multiplicity of possible execution traces by a relatively compact

representation. This results in a flexible format that can be easily adapted to application-

specific scenarios by changing the configuration of the CPNs (e.g. by varying the

number of segments or robots).

Possible execution traces regarding an initial net marking can be statically analyzed by

exploring the reachability graph [Je94] or dynamically analyzed w.r.t. different test

coverage criteria, as presented in the next chapter.

5 Testing Coverage Criteria for CPNs

Several CPN coverage criteria can be defined to determine appropriate scenarios during

testing. For example, [ZH00] and [ZH02] introduce a number of coverage criteria

originally defined for Predicate-Transition Petri Nets [GL81] which inspired the

following classes of CPN testing criteria.

Transition-based coverage criteria focus on the occurrences of transition firings,

requiring individual transition firings as well as sequences of transition firings of

given length.

State-based coverage criteria focus on individual states or on state representatives

of pre-defined state classes.
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Flow-based coverage criteria focus on the production or consumption of at least

one token (regardless of its colour) by individual transition firings or by sequences

of transition firings.

The above mentioned criteria can be extended to include the following coverage

demands concerning CPN-specific entities, namely colour sets and variable bindings.

Colour-based coverage criteria focus on the production or consumption of tokens

belonging to pre-defined colour sets.

Event-based coverage criteria focus on the individual or sequential occurrence of

CPN events, where an event is defined as a transition together with an enabling

variable binding.

The information needed to measure the coverage regarding the criteria presented above

can be extracted from models created in CPN Tools by the framework Access/CPN

[WK09] which permits to access the internal model data. It is planned to apply this

framework in order to generate test cases fulfilling the above mentioned CPN coverage

criteria by means of evolutionary techniques. Analogous approaches have already been

successfully applied to structural code coverage [OS06], to integration testing [SP10], as

well as to the filtering of operational experience for the purpose of reliability assessment

[Sö10].

6 Conclusion

This article compares different modelling notations in terms of their expressive power

and graphical support concerning structural testing of autonomous systems. The

comparative evaluation of a number of alternative notations resulted in the selection of

Coloured Petri Nets as the most promising option. As an example, a simple version of a

robot factory was modelled by a CPN illustrating the benefits offered by its high

scalability. Finally, a number of different CPN-based coverage criteria were introduced

which will provide the basis for future research focused on the automatic generation of

adequate testing scenarios.
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